Leibniz-Kolleg for Young Researchers 2018

The Leibniz-Kolleg is a two-day retreat for postdoctoral and advanced doctoral researchers. In lectures, talks and discussions as well as in hands-on workshops it addresses topical issues in the lives of early career researchers. It provides the occasion to exchange ideas with a crowd of inspiring people and offer the opportunity to widen your Leibniz-Network.

This year’s Leibniz-Kolleg deals with questions of Open Science and data management. At the same time, it offers workshops on how to plan career transitions and – as in the previous years – our experienced trainers will have an intensive one day coaching on career building, networks and lateral leadership.

DATE: 5-7 July 2018


EXPENSES: There will be a fee of 50 Euro and you will have to cover travel expenses. Accommodation, food and workshops are free of charge.

If you are interested please register by 2 May 2018 following this link: https://umfrage.leibniz-gemeinschaft.de/index.php/835425?lang=en

Places will be allocated on a first-come-first-served-basis

1. Day (5 July)

13:00 Welcome and introduction

13:30 Getting to know each other: research speed dating

14:30 Coffee/tea

15:15 Open Science: political framework, academic practice and reward systems
Klaus Tochtermann, Director Leibniz Information Centre for Economics

16:00-18:00 Parallel workshops and lectures
- Open Access: quality versus transparency?
Christina Schrader, Leitung Bibliothek, Leibniz-Zentrum für Marine Tropenforschung, Bremen (ZMT)
- New ways of communication in Open Science
Lambert Heller, Head Open Science Lab, Leibniz Information Centre for Science and Technology, Hannover (TIB)
- Big Data and its impact on the research system
Robert Jäschke, Professor Information Processing and Analytics, Institut für Bibliotheks- und Informationswissenschaften, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

18:30 Dinner
19:30 Welcome Matthias Kleiner

19:35 Forum: Digitalisation and social participation
Panel discussion Matthias Kleiner and members of the Leibniz Strategy Forum “Digital Change”:
Franziska Böhm, Leibniz Institute for Information Infrastructure, Karlsruhe (FIZ KA)
Isabella Peters, Leibniz Information Centre for Economics, Kiel (ZBW)
Georg Feulner, Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, Potsdam (PIK)
Steffen Ortmann, Innovations for High Performance Microelectronics, Frankfurt (Oder) (IHP)

Moderation: Maike Weißpflug, Leibniz Institute for Evolution and Biodiversity Science, Berlin (MfN)

21:00 Drinks

2. Day (6 July)

9:30 Managing and sharing data
Parallel workshop sessions for different disciplines (coffee/tea between 11:00-11:30)
- Humanities
  Andreas Witt, Head Research Infrastructure and Professor for Digital Humanities, Institute for German Language, Mannheim
- Social Sciences and Education Research
  Karoline Harzenetter and Marcus Eisentraut, Verbund Forschungsdaten Bildung, DIPF-GESIS-LfBi
- Natural and Life Sciences
  Janna Neumann, TIB

13:30 Lunch and break

14:30 Goals of career development in the Leibniz Association
Sabine Müller, Leibniz Association Headoffice, Berlin

14:45 Competency framework
Lecture: Valentina Vasilov, German University Association of Advanced Graduate Training, WG Competency Profiles for Early-Stage Researchers for Academic and Non-Academic Career

15:15-16:30 Parallel Workshops funding and career paths I
- How to apply for a Emmy-Noether Junior Research Group
  Eveline Bouwers, Leibniz-Institute for European History (IEG)
- ERC and European Framework Programme
  Eric Wolf, Open Science and EU Research Funding, Leibniz Association Brussels
- Start-up und Gründungshilfe
  Angelika Daniel and Ariane Schenk, Headoffice Leibniz Association Berlin
- How to profit from a competency framework? Tools and methods
Parallel Workshops on career paths and funding II

- How to apply for an Emmy-Noether Junior Research Group
  Eveline Bouwers, Leibniz-Institute for European History (IEG)
- ERC and European Framework Programme
  Eric Wolf
- Start-up und Gründungshilfe
  Angelika Daniel und Ariane Schenk
- How to profit from a competency framework? Tools and methods
  Valentina Vasilov

18:30  Dinner

20:00  Meet the Leibniz Networks & socializing

3. Day (7 July)

8:45  Welcome

9:00  Career-Training Workshops

- Career building
  Neela Enke, Scienza – science coaching
- Careers paths and networks
  Julia Lehnhof, Personalentwicklung auf den Punkt!
- Laterale Führung, in German
  Zoi Güssow, klare kommunikation, Berlin
- When plan B may become plan A: spring board into industries and beyond
  Jan Heise, LSB Coaching

12:00  Lunch

12:45  Career-Workshops continued

15:00  Wrap-up

15:30  The end